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Serenity Grand Pendant Chandelier
L-SE-500-00

Elevate your living space to opulent heights with our Serenity Grand Pendant Chandelier, an
embodiment of luxury and refinement. Crafted with meticulous attention to detail, this
captivating masterpiece features double rows of four upright Classic Water Drops, culminating
in a single hanging Classic Water Drop, all suspended from custom rods attached to our
exquisitely detailed artisan-made brass Royal lighting plate. The mesmerizing play of light and
reflection within the effervescent bubbles submerged in the water glass creates a dazzling
spectacle, infusing your surroundings with a clustered glittering sensation. Hand-finished in
your choice of our Signature Finishes, including 22K Rose and Yellow Gold Plating, each
chandelier is a unique work of art, just like you. Available in both Clear and a combination of
Clear and Colored Water Glass, this one-of-a-kind statement piece allows you to curate a
distinguished ambiance and make a personal artistic statement. Elevate your space with our
Serenity lighting collection, designed to evoke profound emotion and provoke thought through
a harmonious blend of recessed, hanging, and wall sconce luminaires. Illuminate your dreams
and transform your environment with the epitome of luxury lighting.

Responsibly source Solid Brass Royal 7” Plate is individually sculpted on state-of-the-art artisan-operated CNC
machinery and hand-finished to perfection
Three sections of 12” Rods included for one to three feet of hanging options
Choose from 15 Signature Finishes including 22K Rose and Yellow Gold Plating
Exclusive Classic Water Glass Drops (9) are hand blown by our highly recognized world-class Master Glass
Blower
Available in Clear and in a combination of Clear and Colored Classic Water Glass Drops
Artisan Assembly with Hand-Finishing
120V - UL Listed for Interior Use
12V Driver
Efficient energy and long-lasting 12V LED Bulbs, 12V Dimmable, 2.2W G4 Bi-Pin 2700K warm light evoke
relaxing and restful emotions (10 Included)
A Pair of White Gloves included to assist in installation and protecting the brass and glass from fingerprints and

https://susandunn.com/product/serenity-grand-pendant-chandelier/
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